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W H AT ’ S I N S I D E
c Performance
Arts are


a bit more difficult to
trace in our history
because there are
few remains to tell
the story as there are with the
Visual Arts. However, there
are some photographs and
some notices and reviews in the
newspapers that give us some
indication of what transpired
in the past. We have pulled
together some of these items to
tell at least a partial story.

c We
 recorded the

history of Visual
Arts in the previous
issue of Pathmaster.
We here provide an update on
some items we have learned
about in the aftermath.

c Combining both

Visual Arts and
Performing Arts,
the Durham West
Arts Centre
conducted a 2-year
pilot project from
2004 to 2006 that brought
before the residents of
Pickering and Ajax a wide
variety of arts events that
represented some 350 artists
and reached out to
well over 70 000 people.
It provided a good example
of what could occur when
the spirit is willing.
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Some Notes Towards
a History of

Performance Arts in
Pickering and Ajax
by John W. Sabean

The first half of the
nineteenth century and
more saw the settlement of
Pickering Township, first
from the United States, and
then, after 1820, increasingly
from the British Isles and
Ireland. There was little time
for leisure. But by about
the middle of the 1850s
several of the hamlets and
villages had established a
strong foothold on the scene,
and many of the first, and
even second, generation
of pioneers had achieved a

degree of comfort. It was
time to look beyond the daily
drudgery of toil to seek out
some entertainment.
The earliest public
performance in Pickering
Township that I have been
able to find was a “Grand
Musical Festival” to be held
twice on a day in September
1859, first at St George’s
Church in Duffin’s Creek
(Pickering Village) in the
afternoon, and later, in the
evening, at the Orange Hall
in Greenwood.1 It was a

fund-raiser for the
completion of the building of
St George’s. The music was
to be provided by “eminent
masters” supported by the
Whitby Philharmonic Society.
An advertisement for
this program was inserted
into the Whitby Chronicle
for 30 September. However,
there were no reviews of the
event, so we don’t know
how successful it might have
been. I can imagine, however,
that people were by now
starved for some artistic
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Whiteville Cornet Band, n. d.
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had a place of gathering (apart
from churches) large enough
for the population of small
communities. As the village grew
larger, Pickering Village, by 1881,
had a larger facility known as
Leng’s Hall and sometimes as the
Pickering Town Hall.4
Apart from those already
mentioned there were concerts
announced in the newspapers
from time to time. Sponsors
included the churches,
the lodges, and very often

Kinsale Brass Band, n.d.

diversion (like after the passing
of a pandemic!). Most of what
we know about entertainment in
Pickering in the latter half of the
nineteenth century comes from
the Whitby Chronicle, and some
other early Whitby newspapers,
and after 1881 (when it was
founded) by the Pickering News.
The earliest public building in
Pickering, suitable for (relatively)
large gatherings, as far as we
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Whitby Chronicle
30 September 1959, p. 3.

Claremont Band, n. d.

developed its own homegrown
entertainers. Several villages
created local bands. The earliest
of these was the Major Brass
Band of Whitevale, which was in
place at least by 186410,
and presenting a “Grand
Concert” in the new Music Hall
in Whitevale on 6 March 1865,
accompanied by the Markham
String Band and the Windsor
String Band.11 Other bands
appeared in Brougham, Kinsale,
Claremont and Duffin’s Creek.

Pickering News
10 March 1893, p. 8.

the temperance societies. For
example, there was a lecture and
concert at St Francis de Sales
Church in Pickering Village in
18735, a Grand Soiree in the
Orange Hall in Greenwood in
18766, and a Sons of Temperance
concert in Brougham in 18927.
For these performances, the
organizers invited travelling
artists or performers from nearby
Pickering News
Toronto. Some of the notable
2 December 1881, p. 2.
performances included that by
know, was the Brougham
Community Centre, built in 1854, the Cosgrove Company, at Pirie’s
Hall in Pickering Village in
and where a Union Ball was held
March 1893, who gave
in 1862.2 The Orange Hall in
“one of the best entertainments
Greenwood was ready by 1859,
ever presented in Pickering”,8
for that Grand Musical Festival,
and Frank Conklin,
and Whitevale Hall was built
“America’s greatest artist”, who
by 1865, in time for a “Grand
entertained the citizens of
Concert” held there in that
Claremont in May 1900.9
3
year. Most villages eventually
However, Pickering also

J. Davenport Kerrison
(1841-after 1927)
Pickering College added to the
entertainment possibilities while
it existed in Pickering. The school
moved to Pickering Village from
West Lake, Prince Edward
County, in 1877 and operated
until 1885, reopening again in
1892 and lasting until the end of
18

1905, when the main building
burned down. Music was one
of the subjects on its
curriculum. One of the music
teachers at the school was
J. Davenport Kerrison.12
Kerrison taught at Pickering
College from 1881 to 1885. By
that time, he had become one
of the foremost composer’s in
Canada. Born in London,
England, in 1841, Kerrison
received his musical education
in England and the United
States. In 1866, however, he
came to Toronto and became
the organist at St. John’s
Church. By 1873 he had
become conductor of the
Toronto Orchestral Union.
For a short time, 1874-1878,
he returned to New York as
organist of St Stephens’s
Church and as a teacher at the
Grand Conservatory of Music.

such as “Were I the fairest little
flower”, “O! sing again that song
to me”, “Dance of the Elves”,
and “Flow down cold Rivulet”.
While still teaching at
Pickering College, Kerrison
composed the song “God
Preserve Our Native Land”
(1883). A few years after leaving
Pickering Kerrison moved to
New York, where eventually he
obtained a doctorate in music
from the University of New
York. And in the United States he
would compose perhaps his best
works: The Bells (1908), a fourmovement symphonic poem, and
a grand opera, The Last of the
Aztecs (1914).

Pickering Dramatic
Company
The Pickering Dramatic
Company was founded in the
1890s. They produced a number
of productions beginning with
“Ten Nights in a Bar-Room” in
1892. “Ten Nights” was a play
created in 1858, and was based
on the temperance novel Ten
Nights in a Bar-Room and What
I Saw There, by American author,
Timothy Shay Arthur. Other
shows produced that decade were

Pickering News
31 March 1882, p. 2

Back in Toronto in 1878,
with his wife, Kerrison founded
a music school, which he named
the Toronto College of Music,
and in 1880 created Arion, a
monthly Canadian journal of
music, art, literature, and drama.
Meanwhile, he had composed an
operetta, The Oreads, performed
in Toronto in 1870; a light
opera, The Curfew, performed
in Toronto in 1879; Canada,
a symphonic overture in four
movements first performed in
Toronto in 1881 (just before
he joined the Pickering College
faculty); and numerous piano
pieces and songs, with names

“Saved from the Wreck”, 1892;
“The Last Loaf”, 1893; “Dot,
The Miner’s Daughter”, 1893;
“Bound by an Oath”, 1894;
“Reward of Crime”, 1896; and
“Uncle Tom’s Cabin”, 1899.
Dr. David Tucker
(c1820-1897)
Not so well known today, but
celebrated in their own time
were a number of performers
who were resident in Pickering
at one time or another. Dr.
David Tucker, for one, deserves
a better fate from historians.
One does not expect to find
not only a medical doctor, but
also a classical scholar in the
hamlet of Greenwood in 1851.13
Tucker was the first doctor in
Greenwood and only the second
in all of Pickering Township
after Dr. William Burns, of
Duffin’s Creek.14 He would later
(by 1857) move to Pickering
Village, where he would serve
as the county coroner. He was
also the local superintendent of
schools after Ebenezer Birrell.
Apart from his medical duties
he is perhaps best known as a
writer. He wrote for a number of
periodicals of the Victorian era,

including the British American
Magazine; The Canadian Journal
of Industry, Science, and Art;
The New Dominion Monthly;
and Rose-Belford’s Canadian
Monthly and National Review.
J.E. Farewell claimed that Tucker
edited editions of works by
Roman writers, but if so,
I have not yet found them.
As a performer, Tucker was
often found on the lecture circuit,
and also presented recitations
and readings. The Whitby
Chronicle records some of
these events for the 1860s:
lectures at the Mechanic’s
Institute in 1864 and 186815;
a lecture on Oliver Goldsmith
in 186516 , and a presentation
of recitations and readings in
Dunbarton in 1869.17

Ontario Reporter
25 October 1851, p. 2.
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Whitby Chronicle
4 February 1864, p. 2.

Pickering News 20 March 1903, p. 4.
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Whitby Chronicle
2 March 1865, p. 2.

Pickering News
21 June 1889, p. 8.

Rose-Belford’s Canadian Monthly, V (1880), 539.

Pickering News
25 August 1893, p. 8.

examiner to visit the Pacific coast.
J.D.A. Tripp (1867-1945)
In 1910, he moved to Vancouver,
Born and raised in Dunbarton,
where he conducted the
John David Alvin Tripp became a
Tripp Choir, 1910-1912, and
celebrated Canadian pianist. He
became the city’s leading piano
was the first graduate of the
teacher. Many of his pupils,
Toronto Conservatory of Music
themselves, were at the top of their
(TCM), where his teachers
profession. He performed on CBR
included Francesco D’Auria and
radio
broadcasts, and composed
Edward Fisher.18 Twice he crossed
a number of piano pieces,
the Atlantic to study piano in
published by Whaley Royce.
Europe, first in 1891-1892 in
Berlin with Moritz Moszkowski,
Bert Harvey (1865-1945)
and later in 1896-1898 in Vienna
Bert
Harvey’s first encounter
with Theodor Leschetizky. He
with Pickering came in 1893
performed in Europe, the United
States, and across Canada. He was when he appeared at Pirie’s
Hall in Pickering Village with
a founder and conductor (18931908) of the Toronto Male Chorus. the Cosgrove Company (see
When not abroad, he taught at the above). At that time, Harvey
TCM from about 1890-1910, and was described as “a comic
was the conservatory’s first
singer … second to none now

before the Canadian public.”
Later, he was to have a closer
association with Pickering
when he moved, in 1918, to the
hamlet of Greenwood, where
he would purchase and operate
the general store.19 Still later, in
1927, he built a craftsman-style
house in Brougham, where he
would live for many years. When
the Pickering Museum Village
acquired this house a few years
ago they took a firm interest in
the man who built it and began
to research his life. Apart from
information in Robert Miller’s
history of Brougham much of
the information about Harvey
that appears in this article was
provided by museum personnel.
Bert was a vaudeville
performer, billing his comedy act
as “Bert Harvey and His Barrel

Pickering News
12 May 1905, p. 8.
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of Fun”. Miller says that Harvey
was called “Canada’s Favorite
Singing Comedian”. He
continues: “[Harvey] appeared in
cities and towns from the
Atlantic to the Pacific—crossing
the continent eight times, and his
popularity increased until he was
hailed by Torontonians as ‘the
Massey Hall Favorite.’ He
appeared in Massey Hall 30
times in one year.” Of one such
performance the Toronto Mail
and Empire wrote: “Bert Harvey,
the ever popular comedian,
scored a decided ‘hit’ at Massey
Hall last night.”20
When Harvey performed in
Nelson, B.C. in 1904 with the
Shipman’s Comedians, it was
written of him: “No better

Corn Huskers handbill.
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Keep Sending ‘Em Over”, c1918
(OKey) to “I’ve Waited So Long”,
1921 (Edison).
The Harveys’ sons Al and Bob
joined them in the entertainment
field and also recorded some of their
work in the 1940s.25 Miller says
of Al and Bob: “Following in the
footsteps of their father, Albert Jr.
and Robert (Al and Bob) became
known across Canada as radio
personalities and entertainers. They
had their own radio show in 1927,
sponsored by the Everready Battery
Co. They called themselves ‘The A
and B Battery boys’—(the name had
two meanings—A&B batteries for
radios and A&B for Al and Bob).
They worked at the Royal York
Hotel for Wrigley’s Gum Co. before
26
going to England in 1933.”

Ernie Coombs (1927-2001)
In more recent years Pickering
has seen a number of its one-time
residents rise to the top of their
trade and become icons of the
Canadian entertainment world—
although that meant gaining
their fame beyond the walls of
Pickering itself. Ernie Coombs,

Ernie Coombs

Pickering Public Library.
Robert Miller, The Ontario Village of Brougham (1973).

Bert Harvey poster.

specialty work was ever seen here
than that done by Bert Harvey.
He is a clever singer and an actor
of considerably more than
average merit.”21
The Liberal, a Richmond Hill
newspaper, records a performance
in Thornhill in 1910: “An
entertainment under the auspices
of the Ancient Order of Foresters
will be held in Victoria Hall on
the evening of Saturday, the 23rd
of April. Mr. Bert Harvey, the
singing comedian; Mr. Roy
Kenney, entertainer; Mr. H.E.
Wilson and others will take part
in the programme. Doors open at
7:30, entertainment to commence
at eight o’clock. Mr. F.G. Butt,
general organizer, will occupy
the chair. A good time may be
expected. Everybody welcome.”22
Charles LeRoy Kenney was
a long-time collaborator and
friend of Harvey’s.
There is some evidence
that Harvey retired from show
business in 1911, but he still
occasionally performed in and
around Pickering Township to
help raise money for various
projects. According to a handbill
shown in Robert Miller’s history
of Brougham, Bert and Bob
Harvey (Bert’s son) gave a concert
in Pickering (date unknown, but
probably during the 1930s) with
George Wade and His Corn
Huskers.23 The Corn Huskers
(or Cornhuskers) was “the most
popular country band of its day.”
Based in Toronto, they performed
for dances in Ontario and Quebec.
In 1928, they began broadcasting
on CFRB, Toronto. They also
performed on the CRBC and CBC.
The band made some 13 78s for
Victor’s Black Label in 1933.24
Bert Harvey, himself, recorded
at least 8 songs on the OKey,
Edison, and Emerson labels about
the years 1918-1921, from “You

Mr. Dressup and friends

otherwise known as children’s
entertainer, Mr. Dressup, his
alter-ego on weekday mornings
on CBC for nearly 30 years from
1967 to 1996, did not neglect the
community where he lived. He
enjoyed his time as a volunteer
at the Pickering Public Library
where he was often to be found
reading to the children.

or so were spent in Pickering.
It was during those years that
he received the East Coast
Music Association’s Lifetime
Achievement Award (1995) and
was inducted as Member of the
Order of Canada (2003).

John Allan Cameron

Larry O’Leary

Larry O’Leary (d. 2011)
Pickering has also had a fine
history in theatre arts. Despite
living with several rare
disabilities, Larry O’Leary for
many years was involved with
community theatre in Pickering
both as actor and director. He
owned and conducted the
O’Leary School of Drama, and

John Allan Cameron
(1938-2006)
While during most of his
productive years, John Allan
Cameron, “The Godfather of
Celtic Music” in Canada, lived
elsewhere, his final 20 years

Kaiser, A History of the Medical
Profession of the County of
Ontario (1934), pp. 70-71; Mrs.
Irven McLean and Beatrice
R. McLean. Greenwood
Herongate Dinner
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Theatre, on Altona Road, has
Greenwood Farm Forum, 1960),
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pp. 22, 49.
years, and RangManch-Canada,
15 Whitby Chronicle, 4 Feb 1864,
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W
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p. 2.
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The Canadian Encyclopedia,
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Royal Conservatory of Music
Notes:
(Toronto: Dundurn Press, 2005),
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online.
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Shawn Mendes (b. 1998)
As for Shawn Mendes, Pickeringraised Canadian singer and
songwriter, we here mention
only two things: in 2017, he
became the first artist to have
three number-one songs on the
Billboard Adult Contemporary
chart before turning 20 years
old; and in 2018, Time magazine
named Mendes as one of the 100
most influential people in the
world on their annual list.

Neil Young (b. 1945)
Neil Young, an icon of rock in
the music world once wrote
of his years in Pickering where
he attended one of its rural
schools: “When I first really
started focusing on rock and
roll was in Pickering. Brock
Road. That’s when music started
getting through to me. Early rock
and roll.”27 The schoolhouse
he attended has long since
disappeared, as has the house
where he lived on Brock Road,
but a number of his fellow
students still live in the area and
remember Neil well.

John Allan Cameron

was president of the Pickering
Players. In 2003, he was awarded
the Pickering Civic Award for
arts and culture.

O’Leary’s School of Drama
program
22

Visual Arts Update
by John W. Sabean

Scarborough Archives

Ownership Map, Township of Scarborough

“Shanty in the bush
on Rouge River”

The Willson House, also
featured in the previous issue,
was a painting of a house built in
1861 on Whitevale Road, owned
by Casper Willson. Casper’s wife
was Elizabeth Hubbard, whose
younger sister, Mary, was married

Petitjean memorial stone
in Erskine Cemetery

P I C K E R I N G

S C A R B O R O U G H

to Nelson Southworth. Was the
Southworth who did the painting,
Nelson, or perhaps one of Nelson
and Mary’s children—boys
Fred, Charles, and Thomas, or
girls Hattie, Libbie, Sarah, and
Louisa? A copy of the painting
hangs in the History Room at the
Pickering Central Library.
According to Edwin C. Guillet,
Pioneer Inns & Taverns (Toronto:
Ontario Publishing Co.), vol. 3,
p. 129, there is a picture entitled
“Winter Scene, Frenchman’s
Bay” in an issue of the Canadian
Illustrated News. I have not
been able to find this item; I did,
however, find “Shanty in the
Madeline, by C.I. Gibbons
Bush on Rouge River” from the
formerly owned by Dave O’Brien, 11 February 1882 issue.
I have been told of an
and donated to the library by
artist by the name of Etienne
his widow after his death. It was
painted by C.I. Gibbons, who was Charles Petitjean, who once
lived on Altona Road, but I
known for his many paintings of
have not been able to find
Great Lakes ships. Northwest, as
out much about him. The
far as we now know, may still be
only biographical record I
in the hands of the Hilts family.
have found so far is in Colin
Was it also painted by Gibbons
S.
MacDonald’s A Dictionary
rather than Hilts?
of Canadian Artists (1982, Vol.
6, p. 1634). MacDonald says:
“Born in France, he was active in
Toronto in the 1950’s and had
a studio on Severn Street. He
did semi-abstract paintings of
the construction activity in the
Photograph by John W. Sabean

Canadian Illustrated News, 11 February 1882 p. 89.

Pickering Public Library

In the previous issue of
Pathmaster we featured a painting,
Northwest, which we ascribed to
James Alonzo Hilts, and gave as
the present owner the Pickering
Public Library. That painting is
not to be found in the library.
They do, however, have a painting
entitled Madeline, of a similar
lake schooner. Madeline was

building of the Toronto subway.”
According to MacDonald, and
the Government of Canada list
of artists, Petitjean was born
in 1906 — no death date
recorded in these sources. There
is, however, a memorial stone
in Erskine Cemetery for Etienne
Charles Petitjean with the dates
18 Dec 1896 – 2 Nov 1983.
And then, there’s the near
miss. Sculptors Frances Loring
and Florence Wyle owned a
summer cottage, which has been
described as “near Cherry Wood,
Pickering”, by their biographer
Elspeth Cameron (in And Beauty
Answers: The Life of Frances
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Loring and Florence Wyle (2007),
p. 201). It was a place they
often entertained “well-known
members of Toronto’s musical
and artistic circles”, including
A.Y. Jackson. Alas, upon
checking the location, it appears
the property they owned is in
Scarborough, not Pickering.
If anyone has further
information about any of
the artists featured in the article
or update, or especially of artists
we may have missed, we would
like to hear from you. Note:
We do not generally deal
with living artists for fear we
will leave someone out.

The Two-Year Pilot Project of the

Durham West Arts Centre,
2004-2006
Text by John W. Sabean • Photographs by Mary Cook • Graphic Designs by John Cormier and Andrea Ketelaars

The Durham West Arts Centre
(DWAC) was conceived in June
2000 at the installation of
Dorsey James’ Home Place
at Alex Robertson Park on Sandy
Beach Road, near the nuclear
power station.
It came about during a
discussion between sculptor
Edward Falkenberg; Andrea
Graham, the Chair of the
PineRidge Arts Council (PRAC);
and John Sabean, the VicePresident of the Pickering
Township Historical Society
(PTHS), when it was noted that
Pickering had some very fine
visual and performing artists, but
no proper places to display their
talents. The three determined to
meet with other interested persons
to examine the feasibility of
creating an arts centre for the area.
The first meeting was
convened at the home of Carol
and John Sabean on 14 June
2000. In attendance were Andrea
Graham; Edward Falkenberg;
Peter Buerschaper, artist; Jim
Howard, from PRAC; and artist
April Polak. Over the next few
years these instigators were joined
(in the following order) by Allan
Arsenault, CEO of the Pickering
Town Centre; musician and Ajax
Councillor, Joanne Dies; Louise
Farr; David Stone, co-ordinator
of the Pickering Rotary Music
Festival; Mark Holland, Pickering
Councillor (now M.P. for Ajax);
Carol Bamford; Ted and Marina

Bieler; Brian and Jane Buckles;
But advocates for the arts
Christopher and Glenn Chapman; were not to be silenced. Later
Jill Foster; Dorsey James; David
that month, the Pickering Arts
Johnson; Jack McGinnis; Stephen
Council was formed. It would
McKean; Pat O’Brien; Steve Parish; later be transformed into the
Heather Rigby; Sally Wildman;
PineRidge Arts Council, largely
Siobhán Smith; John Cormier;
through the initiative of Andrea
Terry Green; Lorna Murphy;
Graham. And, the following year,
Angie Littlefield; and Shaun Collier the Rotary Club of Pickering
established its Rotary Music
(now mayor of Ajax).
Festival. The movers for that
The vision and mandate
set out from the
now annual event
beginning was to
were Shirley Knautz,
create and manage
Jean McDonald,
a performing and
and Mr. Justice
visual arts centre for
David Stone, with
West Durham, i.e.,
patrons Norah
Pickering, Ajax, and
Stoner, M.P.P., and
Uxbridge.
J.E. Anderson,
This was not the
Mayor of Pickering.
first time an arts
The festival was
centre was proposed
held then, as it
for Pickering. In
still is now, at the
April 1987, a
Dunbarton-Fairport
DWAC logo, designed
delegation from the
United Church.
by John Cormier
cultural community
On 30 May 2003,
the Durham West Arts Centre
of the then Town of Pickering,
held its first major event. On that
led by Larry O’Leary, the
President of the Pickering Players, very day, a major retrospective
exhibition of the work of Tom
made a request to council to
Thomson was to be launched
build a cultural centre for the
at the Art Gallery of Ontario. It
town. A Notice of Motion,
presented by Councillors Maurice had previously been shown at the
National Gallery of Canada, the
Brenner and Wayne Arthurs,
Vancouver Art Gallery, and the
asking the town staff to set up a
study committee, was defeated on Musée du Quebec. The exhibition
co-ordinator was Charles C. Hill,
a tie vote. Arthurs and Brenner
the Curator of Canadian Art
were joined by Norah Stoner.
at the NGC. Having done his
In opposition were Councillors
Shane Coburn and Bob Mitchell, work, Hill was not needed at that
evening’s launch, so he agreed
and the Mayor, Alex Robertson.
24

to come to Pickering to give an
illustrated lecture on “The World
of Tom Thomson”. The event
was held before a full capacity at
the Dunbarton-Fairport United
Church with John Sabean, ViceChair of the Durham West Arts
Centre, and the event organizer,
as emcee. On the program were
the Hon. David Stone; Mark
Holland, Pickering Regional
Councillor; harpist Liane James;
and the Pickering Community
Concert Band under the direction
of Andrew Locker. To make it a
full arts event, around the church
was hung an art exhibition by
students of Dunbarton and
Ajax High Schools. Financial
support was received from the
PineRidge Arts Council and the
Rotary Club of Pickering, and
door prizes were supplied by the
Pickering Town Centre. This was
a very fine beginning for DWAC’s
efforts. It incorporated both
local talent and a well-known
national figure. It combined
the performance arts and the
visual arts. It involved youth. It
drew upon the talents of a solo
artist and a performing group.
It served as an introduction
to a nationally-organized art
exhibition. It recognized the
legacy of a Canadian icon who
was born in Pickering Township.
In August 2003, the
Durham West Arts Centre was
incorporated as a not-for-profit
organization, and in December

OTF logo

Pam Auguste,
The Doctor’s House (2004).

Ethnocats

Artist of the 8 ½ Exhibition:
Wesley Rickert, Joan Attersley,
Wayne Headley, Gail George,
and Ruth Abernethy

was informed that it would be the
recipient of an Ontario Trillium
Foundation grant. DWAC was to
receive $150 000 over two years,
beginning on 1 April 2004, to
launch a two-year pilot project.
The Trillium money would be
supplemented with grants for the
next year from both the City of
Pickering and the Town of Ajax.
By this time DWAC had a

Mission Statement: “DWAC
will provide a home for all the
arts in a unique building located
in West Durham. As well as
advocating for the arts, the
Centre will be a place to exhibit,
perform, practice, teach and
learn. It will bring the arts of
the world to Durham and the
arts of Durham to the World.
DWAC will contribute to the

life of the community through
encouraging and developing
creativity as a way of seeing and
thinking. It will be an inclusive
and welcoming destination that
promotes cultural exchange and
understanding. The Centre will
reflect who we are as a society
and provide opportunities for
personal expression for all ages.”
The 2nd of April 2004 was
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Ruth Abernethy
and Angie Littlefield

Wayne Headley, at 8 ½ Exhibition

April Polak, Cathy Schnippering,
and Gordon Dyck
at 8 ½ Exhibition

Brenda Clark

Opening of Brenda Clark Show

a pivotal date for the Durham
West Arts Centre. From its new
facility at 72B Old Kingston
Road (“The Doctor’s House”) in
Pickering Village, DWAC made
the announcement of the Ontario
Trillium Foundation Grant, with
Vice-Chair, John Sabean, again
chairing the event. The speakers
on that occasion were: Wayne
Arthurs, MPP for Pickering-AjaxUxbridge; Judy Scott-Jacobs for
the OTF; Mark Holland, Liberal

Chair of DWAC. Attendees were
entertained by a jazz combo from
the Pickering High School Senior
Jazz Band under their teacher
Dwight Bronson.
The person who was to direct
DWAC’s two-year pilot project
was Angie Littlefield — and
rightly so as she was the one who
did all the work in applying to
OTF for the grant. Now retired,
Angie had spent 33 years in
education, 23 as a teacher of

nominee for the Federal Riding
of Ajax-Pickering, speaking for
the Hon. Dan McTeague, MP for
the Federal Riding of Pickering,
Ajax, Uxbridge; David Ryan,
Mayor of the City of Pickering;
Steve Parish, Mayor of the Town
of Ajax; April Polak, President
of the PineRidge Arts Council;
Tom Reed, President of the
Rotary Club of Pickering and
Principal of Dunbarton High
School; and Edward Falkenberg,
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Artemis Chartier and Dale Russell
of SASS, Brenda Clark
and Ian Clark

April Polak

Who’s That Director?
With the permission of the PineRidge Arts Council

Dale Russell

Edward Falkenberg and Mayor
Steve Parish

Photography Exhibition

English, Drama and Art, and
ten years as a vice-principal
and principal. Her work as
an educator had national
recognition having received
the Reader’s Digest Leadership
in Education Award, and the
National Institute Award for
Technology in Education. As an
art historian, she curated and
wrote the catalogue for The
Dada Period in Cologne (1988)
at the Art Gallery of Ontario.
And, along with her parents, she
was a founding member of the
McLaughlin Gallery in Oshawa
and worked to establish the
Station Gallery in Whitby.
DWAC’s first exhibition
for the pilot project was
entitled “Youth SSSShow”
and represented the work of

wrote and directed the
children’s musicals,
Jennifer and the
Flowers, Jennifer’s
Beauty Contest, and
Alien High School,
admiring and building
upon the musical and
dramatic abilities of
young people. I saw
Angie Littlefield, the
new Executive Director some of the most
avid arts students as a
of the Durham West
teacher
of the Durham
Arts Centre, brings
District Board’s Arts
an interesting blend
Camp. As Executive
of experience to the
Director, I want to
position she assumes
in April 2004. Born in continue to foster
young people’s
Hamburg, Germany,
involvement with the
Mrs. Littlefield
arts. There’s a great
grew up in Whitby,
deal of adult and
Ontario, where she
youth
talent in Ajax/
taught English, Art
Pickering and we’d
and Dramatic Arts
like to showcase as
at Henry Street High
much of it as we can.”
School before starting
For over thirty
her administrative
years Mrs. Littlefield,
career at Pickering
teacher/administrator
High School,
by day, was curator/
Dunbarton High
art collection manager
School, Pine Ridge
by night. She managed
S.S. and G.L. Roberts
the extensive FickC.V.I. in Oshawa.
Eggert Collection of
Mrs. Littlefield
German Expressionism
says: “The work
experiences in Durham and Dada art which
is now part of the
schools lay the
holdings of the Art
foundation for the
Gallery of Ontario.
administrative part of
the Executive Director “Cataloguing over 300
position. Those years
art and art-related
also provided the
items, working on
inside track for
promotion, coworking with the
operating with
multi-talented youth of galleries and art
Durham Region. I
historians, curating an
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exhibition at the Art
Gallery of Ontario and
one at the Cologne
Institute for the Arts,
gave me a thorough
understanding of
all matters related
to mounting art
exhibitions,” says
Mrs. Littlefield. Mrs.
Littlefield is scheduled
to curate Angelika’s
Promise: The Short
Life of the German
Mistress of Dada for
the AGO for late 2006.
As Executive
Director of the
Durham West Arts
Centre, Mrs. Littlefield
is charged with the
task of growing
support for a
permanent arts centre
in Ajax/Pickering. Mrs.
Littlefield adds, “This
task requires different
talents. We need to
gather statistics, not
only on those people
who take advantage
of the Centre and its
activities, but also the
stats for other groups
who attract a broad
range of interest in the
arts in Durham West.
That means working
with artists and these
groups to make a
compelling argument
for a permanent arts
centre by 2006. We’re
off to a great start by
having the PineRidge

Arts Council share our
facilities. We’ll shortly
be asking artists and
art-related groups to
work with us.”
That’s not all
Mrs. Littlefield will be
called upon to do. The
Durham West Arts
Centre is looking to
establish a building
fund. “We’d like to
promote the arts in
Durham West with
quality events at the
Centre and in the
community. That
requires getting
additional operational
funding at the same
time as we tuck
away money for the
future permanent arts
centre. Luckily, I’ve
done a lot of work
with grants and I’m
looking forward
to communitycentred fundraising
activities. I hope this
community will pull
together for the arts,
as a permanent arts
centre benefits us
all,” enthuses Mrs.
Littlefield.
Mrs. Littlefield, the
author of Careers in
Communications and
The Dada Period in
Cologne is working on
Once Around the Lake,
the tale of her 1000
kilometre walk around
Lake Ontario.

Photography Exhibition, Holly
McClallan and John Sabean

Gwen Williams
and Susan Lindo

AGM 2004: Edward Falkenberg
and David Stone

eight high schools (J. Clarke
Richardson, Notre Dame,
Pickering, Ajax, Pine Ridge,
Denis O’Connor, Dunbarton,
and St. Mary’s) and 40 artists,
ages 12-19, and ran from 26
April to 26 May. This was
followed by five more shows in
May: the first concert with the
Durham West Winds Ensemble; a
workshop in acting with Anthony
Chrysostom; a meet-and-greet
Art Liaison Wine and Cheese for
teachers from eight secondary
schools; an interactive musical
session for children—“Satie for
Children”, with Ennio Paola
and Cathy Lasker-Allamby;
and “Ethnocats”—a workshop
featuring the School Alliance of
Student Songwriters (SASS).
Six more exhibitions of art
would be held before the end
of the first year, most featuring
artists from the surrounding
community (“Photography
Show”, “Size 8 ½”, “Art to Go”,
“Community”, and “Common
Threads”). The highlight,
however, would be the artwork of
Brenda Clark—“Franklin
the Turtle and the Illustrations
of Brenda Clark”, which ran
from 29 September to 19
November. In connection with
this event a “Franklin Readathon”
was held in 41 locations in the
Durham Region.
There were three art lectures
in the first year: Dorsey James
talked about his life and artistry;
Angie Littlefield gave a talk about
Mexican painter Frida Kahlo;
and DWAC’s Vice Chair,
John Sabean, presented an
illustrated history of the visual
arts in Pickering—“From
Fothergill to Falkenberg”.
In the performance arts
there were a number of reading
sessions and a storytelling
session and several workshops

for young musicians: “Poet’s
Corner”; “Drawing Children’s
Songs”; “Oshawa Seniors
Read”; the Franklin Readathon;
“The Writing Fairy” featuring
Dorothea Helms; Halloween
stories, with Heather Whaley;
and further sessions with SASS.
DWAC helped to launch
an issue of the literary journal
Lichen, and participated in two
community events (just outside
their front door): the Pickering
Village Jazz Festival and the
Pickering Village Fall Festival.
In October, DWAC held its
first Annual General Meeting
at Sauters Inn in Pickering
Village in which John Sabean
was elected Chair to replace
co-founder, Edward Falkenberg,
who then took on the
responsibility of Past-Chair.
Before the end of that first
year of the pilot project, DWAC
took on a theme which was to
become a major factor in its
second year—a celebration of the
Thomson family in Durham. Late
in February 2005, a dinner was
held near Claremont in the north
of Pickering in the birthplace of
the artist Tom Thomson with
guest speaker Charles C. Hill, one
of the top experts on Thomson’s
life and works. This was
conceived as a major fund-raiser
with participants contributing
$1000 a plate for an intimate
arts experience. Entertainment
was provided by soloist Gary
Faulkner with period music, and
Catherine Walker, reading from
Thomson family books. Dinner
was catered by culinary students
from Pine Ridge Secondary
School. The dinner was hosted
by Executive Director, Angie
Littlefield, and DWAC Chair,
John Sabean. The event was
very much a success as far as the
evening’s affair was concerned,
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AGM 2004: Angie Littlefield
and Tom Reed

AGM 2004: Steve McKean
and Carol Sabean

AGM 2004: Cathy Schnippering
and Steve Parish

AGM 2004: Janet Ecker and
Dave Ryan

Mark Holland, Steve Parish,
Angie Littlefield, at the VIP
opening of The Thomsons of
Durham exhibition, 8 April 2005

Kay Morrison, Angie Littlefield
and Helen Young

personalities and legacy — and
and future intimate events were
contemplated, but financially the to respond to and reflect on their
trial was not so successful. While relevancy and significance eightyfive years after the Group’s first
no money was lost, not enough
exhibition in May 1920.” The
paying customers were willing
Durham West Arts Centre was
to put up that amount of money
one of the participating venues
for an as yet untried experiment.
and brought a lot of publicity to
In the following month DWAC
the
newly-formed organization.
followed up with a Tom
DWAC’s contribution was
Thomson March Break Camp
to place Tom Thomson, not
which it shared with partners
a member of the Group, but
the Durham District School
its inspiration, in the larger
Board, the Pickering Museum
Village, Dunbarton High School, context of his ancestors and
family in southern Ontario. One
and the University of Ontario
result was an article written by
Faculty of Education.
DWAC’s Chair, John Sabean for
The pace of activities slowed
the eventual publication—The
down in the second year of
Group of Seven Project 1920
the pilot project to allow for
➛ 2005, published in 2010 by
larger events to be planned. The
the Ontario Association of Art
kick-off was DWAC’s eighth
Galleries (OAAG). The article
exhibition: “The Thomsons of
was entitled “The Thomsons
Durham”, which ran from 4
of Durham” and reflected upon
April to 23 September 2005, and
the exhibition mounted in 2005,
was curated by Angie Littlefield.
and was based largely on the
The exhibition featured not only
original works of Tom Thomson, (more comprehensive) book
written by Angie Littlefield in
but also of his siblings, George,
connection with the exhibition:
Margaret, Henry and Fraser. For
th
The Thomsons of Durham: Tom
the VIP Opening on the 8 of
Thomson’s Family Heritage (Ajax:
April, DWAC invited as special
Durham West Arts Centre, 2005).
guests, two grand-nieces of
The Group of Seven Project
Tom Thomson, Kay Morrison
was launched on 19 May at
and Helen Young.
Hart House at the University of
As it happened, 2005
th
Toronto in the presence of the
marked the 85 anniversary of
Ontario Minister of Culture, with
the founding of the Group of
DWAC’s Executive Director as
Seven. This, combined with the
one of the speakers. Littlefield’s
closing of the Canadian Wing at
book was launched a week later
the Art Gallery of Ontario for
at the Durham District School
renovations, led to the creation
Board’s
administration building.
of “The Group of Seven Project
There were other attendant
1920 ➛ 2005.”, a “festival of
events
related to the Thomson
exhibitions, educational activities
episode. Bob McGary, the former
and related programming that
editor of Fishing Ontario, gave
took place throughout 2005,
a lecture on fishing in the days of
in twenty-four communities
the Thomson family. There was
across Ontario, from Windsor
a session on the books read by
to Ottawa and from Sudbury to
the Thomson family members,
Grimsby. Twenty-nine public art
galleries collaborated to celebrate a presentation regarding the
Thomsons to Pickering Council
the Group of Seven — its art,
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Helen and David Young
with John Sabean

Kay Morrison, David Young,
John Sabean, Shashi Bhatia,
Helen Young and Bud Morrison

Display Case

Group of 7
Project logo

by Littlefield and Sabean, a bus
tour organized by DWAC and the
Pickering Township Historical
Society to Thomson family sites
and other sites of artistic interest
in Pickering and Uxbridge, and a
closing ceremony of the Thomson
exhibition with musician Ian Bell
playing music that would have
been familiar to the Thomsons.
While all this was going on,
other events were planned and
put into play. The emphasis on
youth continued with programs
such as the Enviromonster Youth
Project organized by the Youth
Arts Council and the Toronto
Region Conservation Authority.

The community was served with
the “Off the Hinges” project and
a concert with Nick Cuda. There
was a second launch for the
literary journal Lichen, a second
photography exhibition and a
second Annual General Meeting—
billed as “A Night at the Cotton
Club”. Art exhibitions included
“A Profile of Durham Artists”
highlighting some 29 artists from
around Durham, and “The Mad
Potters’ Tea Party” featuring
teapots created by members of the
Durham Potters’ Guild and the
watercolours of Shelley Beach.
DWAC was truly interested in
experiencing the arts of the world
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as per its mandate. To this end
Shashi Bhatia and her Cultural
Connections Committee created
the program “Music and Dance of
the World”.
In November 2005, a farreaching event was created by the
Executive Director, in keeping
with her many years in the
school system. For “Reading and
Remembrance: The Year of the
Veteran”, more than 100 schools
across Ontario participated in
the reading of “In Flanders Field”
as part of Remembrance Day
ceremonies. Locally David Ryan
and Steve Parish, the mayors of
Pickering and Ajax, and Don
Terry, Public Affairs Officer for the
Ontario Power Generation joined
with area schools on November 11
to honour Canada’s veterans, and,
more broadly, the Honourable
James K. Bartleman, Ontario’s
Lieutenant Governor, also joined
in the ceremonies. Some schools
put out an extra effort, especially
the 526 students from Fisher
Park Public School and Summit
Alternative Public School in
Ottawa with a presentation that
included artefacts and uniforms
borrowed from the National
War Museum. Reading and
Remembrance even got a mention
in the halls of Parliament.
In sum, over the two-year
pilot project some 50 events were
mounted, two of them being
province-wide: The Group of
Seven Project and Reading and
Remembrance—involving over
30 000 children & youth. About
140 individual artists presented
their work, and 11 groups were
show-cased, totalling over 350
contributing artists. There were
14 exhibitions, three concerts,
lectures, readings, seminars, and
publication launches in the mix, as
well as participation in community
events. The outreach was to all
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ages and was truly multicultural
with India, Pakistan, Afghanistan,
Oman, the Philippines, Japan,
the Caribbean, Lebanon and Sri

Lanka all represented. It has been
estimated that DWACs programs
during this period (not counting
the website) reached out to more
than 70 000 people. The website
that was created had over 400
000 hits. A newsletter — “From
the Centre”— was also launched,
as well as a cyber gallery featuring
both international and local
artists. In addition, DWAC had
a Business Plan prepared and
commissioned an “Economic
Impact and Needs Analysis of the
Arts” (2005). As a result of all this
effort DWAC was presented with
the Arts and Culture Award at
the Ontario Trillium Foundation’s
Great Grants Awards ceremony in
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AGM 2005: Musicians

AGM 2005: Shashi Bhatia,
Surinder Singh Sidhu,
and Steve Parish

AGM 2005: John Sabean,
Laura and Edward Falkenberg,
and Shashi Bhatia
AGM 2005: Shashi and Ashok
Bhatia and Angie Littlefield

AGM 2005: Andrea Ketelaars
and April Polak

Buckhorn in November 2007.
There were, of course, many
people responsible for the success
of the pilot project. Through
grants obtained from Human
Resources Development Canada
(HRDC), DWAC was able to
hire Gary Faulkner and April
Polak as programming assistants,
and Andrea Ketelaars as graphic
designer. Mary Cook was present
throughout to photograph the
whole experience, and Cathy
Schnippering provided much
support via the PineRidge Arts
Council. In addition, DWAC had
the cooperation of a variety of
sponsors and collaborators. Apart
from OTF, the following were
partners in one or more events:
Rotary Club of Pickering, Ajax
Creative Arts, City of Pickering,

AGM 2005: Carol Bamford
and Tom and Deb Mohr

AGM 2005: Anja Knuuttila and
Gwen Williams

AGM 2005: Anja Knuuttila,
Gwen Williams, Angie Littlefield,
and Mark Holland
AGM 2005: Susan Lindo

Town of Ajax, Ontario Power
Generation, Durham District
School Board, Pickering Town
Centre, Toronto and Region
Conservation Authority, Pickering
Museum Village, University of
Ontario Institute of Technology,
Youth Arts Council, Veterans

Shelley Beach, Rosemary Parish,
and Susan Lindo
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AGM 2005: Tom Reed, John
Sabean and Edward Falkenberg

Keltie Kennedy

Kathy Matsushita

Affairs Canada, Royal Ontario
Legion, and the Pickering
Township Historical Society.
For a few years after the pilot
project came to an end, DWAC
continued to have a number of
successful projects, first still under
the direction of Angie Littlefield,
then under Gary Faulkner as
Interim Manager. Reading and
Remembrance was renewed in
November with more learning
resources and with French
translations (and continues to
this day, but no longer with
new materials being developed).
New programs included “Roots
and Drums” (a multicultural
evening of music and dance),
“Expressions: Youth Interpreting
Diversity through the Visual Arts”
(with the co-operation of the
Durham Regional Police Services),
and “Music Madness” (summer
concerts for children and youth).
Funding came from
the City of Pickering (but
no longer from the Town of
Ajax). The Mayor’s Gala in
2006 contributed $50 000. In
November 2006, a new Trillium
grant was announced with $225
000 to be divided between DWAC

Mayor’s Gala, November 2006: Carol and John Sabean, Robert Pilon, Rita Pilon,
Angie Littlefield, Edward Falkenberg, Gary Faulkner

& a newly created Foundation.
Among the notable events were
a couple of fundraisers under the
title of Mystery Masterpieces,
the second of which was held at
Deer Creek in Ajax in April 2007
and involved the Young Singers
under Anna Lynn Murphy, and
the Durham Philharmonic Choir
under Bob Phillips.

Unfortunately, despite the
success of the two-year pilot
project, DWAC could not sustain
the same level of excitement and
accomplishment in the long run.
A higher level of financial support
was necessary, and the energy and
creativity of an Executive Director
at the level that was produced
by Angie Littlefield was lacking.
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While DWAC itself folded in 2020,
the Foundation continues, and its
Chair, David Stone, insists “We
are going to build an Arts Centre.”
However, with the planning and
the building of the Arts Centre in
the hands of the city will it be the
Arts Centre as originally envisioned
in 2000 and given promise by the
Two-Year Pilot Project?

Fall Scenes of Pickering’s Rural Areas
Photographs by John W. Sabean

Con 8, Sideline 12
(2014)

Con 9, Sideline 28
(2000)

Con 9, Sideline 8 (2014)

Con 9, Sideline 12
(2014)

Con 9, Sideline 20
(2000)

Con 9, Sideline 8 (2014)
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To the Reader
Because the PTHS deals with
peoples, events, and issues from
the past it often encounters
names, words, and situations
that are sensitive, indeed, even
offensive and intolerant. We
cannot change history, but we
can be aware that we must do
better than those of previous
generations to create space for
all people, and to be open and
accepting of everyone no matter
their condition or place in society.
As it happens, to date, the
interests of the writers for
Pathmaster have been archaeology
and prehistory, and the nineteenth
century. Occasionally we have had
submissions for topics of other
periods, and we welcome these.

In fact, we would like to have
more submissions from a greater
variety of writers and historians,
so that we can truly tell the stories
of all of Pickering’s people.
Generally speaking, Pickering
has had a memorable history,
with people from all walks of life
making their contributions to what
makes us what we are. And, we
have also produced a number of
society leaders, and people who
have made a name for themselves
in a wider world. We have tried
to tell as many of these stories
as possible, but we have barely
scratched the surface.
In telling the stories of the
past, we cannot completely avoid
the terminology or descriptions

of the past. When we encounter
situations that might be sensitive
or offensive we will use acceptable
language when we can, but where
we cannot without compromising
our stories and our characters, we
will use direct quotations to show
that we are not sanctioning usage
of the past. And we will attempt
to warn people in advance that not
everything in a given article will
stand the test of time.
When referring to people of
different backgrounds, it is often
difficult trying to find the right
terminology. As Marie-Céline
Charron, a member of the Naskapi
Nation of Kawawachikmach,
says: “Perhaps the biggest problem
with all of this is that we fight

over it and people’s feelings get
hurt. I have always maintained
that we should call people what
they want to be called, and if I
make a mistake when I refer to
someone’s name, I ask that they
please ‘guide me gently to a higher
understanding’ like the elders do.
I never meant to offend anyone
and I hope we can teach each other
about these things in a good way.”
Please, readers, if you have
a story to tell about Pickering
that would be of interest to all its
citizens, write it up for us so that
we can include it in our newsletter.
All we ask is that you use a proper
form of discourse, and that you
document as well as possible
whatever claims you make.
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